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Reviewer’s report:

It was difficult to follow the statistical analysis performed by the authors. Since the design of the study is a two period cross-over (with two sequences PM and MP) (as it is stated in the paper), I would like the authors to analyse the study using a general linear model as follows:

\[ Y = m + \text{Subject effect} + \text{Period effect} + \text{Treatment effect} + \text{Period\times Treatment interaction} + \text{Gender} + \text{Gender\times Treatment interaction} + \text{Genotype effect} + \text{Genotype\times Treatment interaction} + \text{error}. \]

Subject effect = Sequence effect + Subject nested to Sequence effect.

\[ Y = \text{response (CGI-parents, CGI-teachers)}. \]

Genotype effect = (recessive model for s’s’, dominant model for s’s’).

Then, they should construct a figure to present the Genotype\times Treatment interaction using the estimates from the above model.

In Table 1, the comparisons of genotypes for continous baseline characteristics should be carried out a simple one-way anova (i.e. (157-1)-2=154 df for the error).

Omit the Cohen’s d, or explain explicitly its usefulness.

What is the meaning of HWE testing since all subjects are diseased.
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